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PAPER - TAKE
LEARNING AREA: Natural Sciences
LEARNING OUTCOME 1: Scientific Investigation
Act confidently on curiosity about natural phenomena, and investigate relationships and solve problems in
scientific, technological and environmental contexts.
LEARNING OUTCOME 2: Constructing Science Knowledge
Know and be able to interpret and apply scientific, technological and environmental knowledge.
LEARNING OUTCOME 3: Science, Society and the Environment
Demonstrate an understanding of the interrelationships between science and technology, society and the
environment .
Integrate with other Learning Areas:
Learning Area

Learning Outcome

Description

Language

4: Writing

Write different kinds of factual
and imaginative texts for a wide
range of purposes

ACTIVITIES
(E = Educator L = Learner)
Trees
Draw different trees and try to name them. Try to find out which country the different trees come
from.

L

L
E

E
L
E
E
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Arbor Day
Write a letter to the Department of Water Affairs & Forestry and ask for information on Arbor Day
(Tree Planting Day).
Post the best letter. Help pupils plan an Arbor Day event at your school and involve learners in
planting trees.
Tree study
Choose a tree on the school premises or nearby. Divide pupils into two groups.
One group to look for and list insects and other group to look for and list birds.
Discuss: What would happen to insects and birds if the tree was cut down.
School visit
If there are no trees in the area, visit a local Botanical Garden or environmental education centre to
do tree study.
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PAPER - MAKE
LEARNING AREA: Technology
LEARNING OUTCOME 1: Technological processes and skills.
Apply technological processes and skills ethically and responsibly using appropriate information and communication
technologies.
LEARNING OUTCOME 3: Technology, society and the environment
Demonstrate an understanding of the interrelationships between science, technology, society and the environment
Integrate with other Learning Areas:
Learning Area

Learning Outcome

Description

Natural Sciences

2: Constructing Science
Knowledge

Know and be able to interpret
and apply scientific, technological
and environmental knowledge.

Natural Sciences

3: Science, Society and the
Environment

Demonstrate an understanding
of the interrelationships between
science and technology, society
and the environment

Language

4: Writing

Write different kinds of factual
and imaginative texts for a wide
range of purposes

ACTIVITIES
(E = Educator L = Learner)
E
L

E
L
E
L

L

E
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How paper is made
Discuss: Paper is made from virgin fibre, i.e. wood pulp from trees and bagasse from sugarcane, and
secondary fibre, i.e. recovered paper (from recycling).
Write a letter to, Mondi, Nampak or Sappi ReFibre to ask for information on: how paper is made and
about the paper industry; what environmental impact, if any, is there in papermaking; where the nearest
paper mill is; height and width of a tree before it can be cut down; how long does it take to grow to
that size? what is recycling? does recycling save trees? what products are made from recycled paper?
Post the best letter to each company.
Prepare a wall chart showing how paper is made and its effect on the environment.
Water pollution study
Set up a study on the effect of water pollution on plants.
Plant a bean seed in cotton wool. Water and place on window sill. After two weeks find four
plants that are similar in size.
Take four one-litre containers. Fill each container three quarters full of water. Label
containers A, B, C & D.
Add:
one tablespoon of oil to container A;
one tablespoon of vinegar to container B;
one tablespoon of soap powder to container C.
Container D will contain just water.
Shake or stir each jar to dissolve or mix contents.
Label plants - A, B, C and D. Water plant A with liquid in container A. Water plant B with liquid in container
B and so on. Add the same amount of liquid to each plant. Refill containers with the same solution as
needed. Note changes in plant conditions until some die or begin to die. Rank plants in terms of
healthiest and least healthy.
Ask which chemicals oil, vinegar and soap powder could represent.
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PAPER - BUY
LEARNING AREA: Technology
LEARNING OUTCOME 1: Technological processes and skills
Apply technological processes and skills ethically and responsibly using appropriate information and communication
technologies.
LEARNING OUTCOME 2: Technological Knowledge and Understanding
The learner will be able to understand and apply relevant technological knowledge ethically and responsibly.
LEARNING OUTCOME 3: Technology, society and the environment
Demonstrate an understanding of the interrelationships between science, technology, society and the environment.
Integrate with other Learning Areas:
Learning Area

Learning Outcome

Description

Natural Sciences

1: Scientific Investigation

Act confidently on curiosity
about natural phenomena, and
investigate relationships and
solve problems in scientific,
technological and environmental
contexts.

ACTIVITIES
(E = Educator L = Learner)
E
L
L

L
E

E
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Paper products
Discuss the difference between items made from paper and cardboard and items wrapped in paper
and cardboard.
Name all the items in the classroom that are made out of paper and cardboard.
Look in the kitchen at home and write down all the items which are wrapped or packaged in paper
or cardboard.
Packaging
Collect different items in everyday use which are packaged or wrapped in paper and carboard.
Discuss: who benefits most from the packaging?
z the people who make the product
z the people who sell it
z the person who buys it
z the company who makes the packaging
Discuss: Which of the items are better for our health by being packaged as they are?
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PAPER - USE AND RE-USE
LEARNING AREA: Social Sciences
LEARNING OUTCOME 2: Geographical knowledge & understanding
Demonstrate geographical and environmental knowledge and understanding.
LEARNING OUTCOME 3: Exploring Issues
Make informed decisions about social and environmental issues and problems.
Integrate with other Learning Areas:
Learning Area

Learning Outcome

Description

Language

4: Writing

Write different kinds of factual
and imaginative texts for a wide
range of purposes

Arts & Culture

1: Creating, interpreting and
presenting

Create, interpret and present
work in each of the art forms
(visual arts).

Economic and Management
Sciences

4: Entrepreneurial Knowledge
and Skills

Develop entrepreneurial
knowledge, skills and attitudes.

Life Orientation

2: Social development

Demonstrate an understanding
of and commitment to constitutional
rights and responsibilities, and
show understanding of diverse
cultures and religions.

ACTIVITIES
(E = Educator L = Learner)

L
L
E
L

Use and re-use paper
Collect paper and cardboard (not used for packing) of different thicknesses, coatings and colours.
Make a collage.
Name all the different types of paper and paper products used in the classroom, the school office
and at home.
Write on board as learners call out.
Form groups and brainstorm how each of these items can be re-used, e.g. write on both sides, re-use
containers.
Make a leaflet
Make a leaflet (using waste paper) of ideas on how to re-use paper.
Use old or used paper to decorate it to make it look attractive. Display it on the school notice
board.

L

E
L
E
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Re-use of paper
Contact a pre-school in your area and ask what items made from paper or cardboard they collect
and what they use them for. Set up a collection scheme in your school.
Bring in paper and cardboard items.
Deliver them to the pre-school.
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